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To John Band and Gil Lauzon,
two gentlemen “introduced” to me by Frank Layard,
and whom I am now fortunate to consider friends.
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Prologue: Like Cutting Butter

At the end of the first week of November 1942, three armadas steamed resolutely
towards the dark shores of French North Africa. These were the ships of Operation Torch, about to launch the second front in the European war. From the open
seas of the Atlantic, the American Western Task Force prepared to land soldiers at
three sites in French Morocco. Inside the tighter confines of the Mediterranean,
two primarily British formations, the Centre and Eastern Task Forces, approached
the Barbary coast of Algeria to put troops ashore astride the ports of Oran and
Algiers. Each assault area was defended by Vichy French forces, and there was unease among the Allies as to just how stout their resistance might be.
As the Eastern Task Force churned through the darkness towards Algiers, two
British destroyers in Force O, the covering force for the assault convoy KMS (A1),
left their positions in the screen to go alongside the cruiser HMS Sheffield. There,
kilometres from shore, Broke and Malcolm embarked some 686 soldiers from the
3rd Battalion of the US Army’s 135th Infantry Regiment. This marked the opening
of Operation Terminal, a bold scheme for the two destroyers to penetrate Algiers
harbour and land the American troops so as to prevent the French from destroying the vital port facilities or scuttling vessels to block the harbour. Once loaded
and heading towards Algiers, Broke and Malcolm raised the Stars and Stripes to
their foremasts, a ruse de guerre designed to convince the French, who still had
bitter memories of the British attack on their fleet at Oran in July 1940, that it was
a wholly American, and thus more acceptable, operation.1
War imposes the ultimate stress on those who fight, and in the two destroyers,
American soldiers and British sailors wondered what lay ahead. No matter how
calm and determined they may have appeared, questions gnawed at their psyches.
Would they be frightened? Would they do their unit and comrades proud? Would
they survive? We can guess their thoughts, since they are common in anyone facing combat. In one instance, however, we do not have to speculate: we can rely
upon a completely forthright, deeply personal account of the thoughts and emotions of a man facing the ultimate test. Lt.-Cdr. Arthur Frank Capel Layard, RN –
Broke’s commanding officer – kept a detailed personal diary. In bold, neat script
he wrote virtually a page a day from the time he entered the Royal Navy as a cadet
in 1913 until his retirement in 1947. It is a remarkable document in which, as his
account of Operation Terminal demonstrates, he lays bare his soul and shows the
human context of great events.

4 Prologue

Saturday, 7 November 1942 – At sea
Force O remained cruising at 15 knots in the vicinity of the slow convoy all night
and all day. Zigzags and constant alterations of course at 15 knots kept the escort
pretty busy. In the forenoon we suddenly got a very good A/S contact and counter
attacked.2 There was a bad balls up in the drill and we dropped our pattern v.
late. Quite unable to pick up the echo afterwards and so after searching for a
couple of hours we rejoined Force O. At 1800 Sheffield, Malcolm, and Broke
hauled out of line, and while Sheffield went slow ahead at 4 knots, Malcolm and
Broke in turn went alongside and embarked our 300 American soldiers apiece.
Fancourt and Col. Swenson came on board me.3 I wasn’t v. clever putting my
ship alongside and it was nearly dark before the transfer was completed. We
then battled along to catch up KMS(A)1.
It was all rather vague what we were supposed to do, but failing other orders
we took up screening positions with Malcolm astern and us on the Std. Quarter.
The convoy was making for Position B when they would launch the attack on
B beaches. They arrived there at about 1630 and stopped and lowered boats, and
we remained under way in the vicinity waiting for the order to go. All shore
lights were on, which was a pleasant surprise and a great navigational aid.
Sunday, 8 November 1942 – At sea/Algiers
Zero hour was 0100 and at about 0130 Broke and Malcolm (Terminal Four) were
ordered to the attack. We shaped course for Cape Matifou keeping 5 miles off
Cape Caxian. As we crossed Algiers Bay there was a flicker of search lights from
time to time from the Breakwater Forts but no gun fire and no sign of opposition to our landing parties. Matifou Fort to our intense relief showed no signs
of life as we passed only about 2 miles off on one S.’ly leg.
We turned to the W. on soundings and R.D.F. [radio direction finding] ranges
for the last 6 miles run up to the entrance. As we got nearer the search lights
picked us up, and we expected heavy fire to be opened but it was only v. spasmodic and nothing hit us. It was v. blinding, however, and we had to turn up for
the entrance on time and soundings and missed it. Malcolm astern also missed
and we both turned away for another shot. Twice more we tried to find the
entrance and failed both times. Malcolm 2nd time came under heavy fire and
retired with 3 boilers out of action.4 We then stood well away and decided in
spite of only now having ½ our force to have another shot. I had got the position of 2 buoys now taped, both burning dimmed lights. As we rounded the
breakwater I felt quite confident and in spite of Fancourt’s advice to pull out
again I went on to full speed, and sure enough we were right and went slap
through the boom like cutting butter. Not much more than machine gun opposition. I put the ship alongside the Quai de Falaise instead of the Q. de Dieppe
but it didn’t matter much. All our Oerlikons5 blazing away; God knows what at.
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As soon as the brows were out we expected the Americans to stream ashore
but there wasn’t a move, and we finally almost had to drive them ashore and
there was nothing more than dilatory sniping. I was furious and disgusted. We
got there at about 0500. The sailors were all a bit worked up and it was difficult
to stop them firing at absolutely nothing. I thought there was a rather unpleasant tendency to fall flat every time a rifle went off, and I was delighted to find I
didn’t want to do it myself. I was simply overjoyed at finding I was able under
fire to at least conceal any feelings of fright but of course with so much to do
and think about it was comparatively easy not to be windy. I must say when we
were being heavily shelled and were sounding the recall I didn’t care about it at
all. My officers were a little disappointing I thought, except Gardner who was as
cool as anything and first class. So also were Long, Turner, and Williams, my
Canadian R.N.V.R. Subs(E).6
When we finally got out [of Algiers harbour] and inspected the damage and
took stock we got the [destroyer HMS] Zetland’s M.O. [medical officer] on
board as Oddie was badly wounded, as was the 1st. Lieutenant, and then with
Zetland in attendance shaped course for Gib., or rather followed Z. as all our
charts and navigational instruments had been destroyed by a shell in the chart
house. From being a flat calm the wind started to get up, and when in the late
afternoon I wanted to transfer the wounded, Z. couldn’t come alongside and so
we had to keep them. Buried the dead just before dark.
I took the precaution to prepare to tow forward before dark, and the Chief
seemed quite happy about the flooding situation aft. We’d done a lot of plugging
and had the submersible pump going. About midnight, just as I’d laid myself
down in my sea cabin for the first time, I got a call from the bridge that the
engines had stopped. Found out that they’d lost suction of the forced lubrication pumps. As soon as we lost way we fell away broadside on to the sea, which
was quite considerable then, and the weather side being on the holed side we
shipped a lot more water and took a very pronounced list. When after about an
hour we still couldn’t get suction, I signalled Zetland to take us in tow and went
on the fo’c’sle myself to take charge. Luckily it all ran out clear in the dark,
because with our list it was none too easy to work. We towed the remainder of
the night quite easily at about 4.5 knots.
Monday, [9 November 1942]
All next day the weather disimproved, and although it was impossible to understand why, the flooding aft increased and the list got worse and worse. After lunch
I decided we must get the wounded and some of the surplus American troops
over to the Zetland, and at about 1500 I ordered Zetland to slip the tow and send
boats. She used her motor boat and whaler and we had our whaler. It was a
frightful job to get the wounded into the boats and across to the Z. owing to the

6 Prologue

sea that was running, and it was obvious the Yanks couldn’t go that way as it
would be dark long before we’d finished, so Zetland was told to try and come
alongside with her fo’c’sle to our fo’c’sle. She tried the lee side first but that was
not possible and so she came the weather side. About this time the Chief said he
couldn’t keep steam any longer, because owing to the list they couldn’t stand in
the boiler rooms any more.
I then had a very difficult decision to make. I first of all decided to abandon
ship of all but a small party, and then decided everybody’d better go and we’d
return in the morning if she was still afloat. Z. came up alongside about 3 times
and we jumped for her fo’c’sle. A jolly good bit of work by her Captain.7 By the
time all the boats were hoisted it was dark, and the Z. then cruised round the
poor old Broke. At about 2030 she turned over and sank. I thought when we left
she wouldn’t last much longer, and I’m glad I made the decision I did. Turned in
in the captain’s cabin (Lt. Wilkinson [sic] who is an absolutely first class chap)
quite exhausted, having had virtually no sleep for 2 days and 2 nights.
Tuesday, [10 November 1942]
Had an excellent breakfast. We are on our way back to Algiers. The more I
thought about yesterday the more I felt I hadn’t done all that I might have in
shoring up and jettisoning more top weight, and I got so depressed that I burst
into tears in the captain’s cabin. Reaction I suppose.
We got to Algiers at about 1000 and berthed alongside the Keren who is being
used as an accommodation ship. Crewe-Read8 is her Captain and he insisted I
should use his cabin. All our survivors and wounded were taken on board. It
appears that the Americans and the few of our ship’s company who were left
behind when we pulled out held out for about 1½ [hours] until when the French
brought up a couple of tanks they surrendered. About 3 or 4 hours after that
again the main landing parties arrived, the town was handed over without a shot
and all the prisoners were released again. I’m awfully proud that we did what we
set out to do, but I don’t believe it had the slightest effect on the operation as
there was no attempt to sabotage the port or scuttle the ships in harbour. Pity
that there was a useless loss of lives and a good ship.

Six days after Layard resolutely drove Broke through the boom at Algiers, he was
ushered into the presence of Adm. Sir Andrew Cunningham, the naval commander
for Torch, to give a verbal report on Terminal. The legendary “ABC” was a formidable, even ferocious, figure, and Layard’s next act was perhaps as courageous as
his behaviour under fire. It also testifies to the genuine nature of the man and his
diary. “I gave him an account of our little affair,” he wrote, “and told him the loss of
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the ship was due to a bad error of judgement on my part. He seemed v. pleased
with what we did at Algiers.”9 Cunningham’s final report on Torch echoed this
blunt assessment: Layard had performed gallantly under fire but had underestimated the damage to Broke and erred in not keeping his damaged ship close by
Algiers.10 Even with this assessment, Layard’s performance earned him a Distinguished Service Order “for outstanding zeal and enterprise.” “Fancy me getting a
D.S.O. It’s terrific,” a surprised Layard wrote in his diary.11

Introduction: An Officer and His Diary

Busting the boom into Algiers harbour marked the most recognized and exciting
point of Frank Layard’s long naval career. After survivor’s leave and a spell of staff
duty at the Admiralty, he learned in June 1943 that he had been promoted to the
rank of acting commander and was being sent to Canada to command the antisubmarine support group W 10, which was operating as part of the local escort
forces out of Halifax under the commander-in-chief, Canadian Northwest Atlantic. Although Layard commanded twelve warships throughout his career – a remarkable achievement matched by only a few officers – W 10 was Layard’s first
independent formation command, other than a brief stint in command of a destroyer subdivision based in the Irish Free State during the early 1930s.1 Despite a
number of operational snags that prevented the support group from operating as
a whole except on a very few occasions, Layard’s qualities so impressed senior
Canadian officers that they eventually requested that he be appointed senior officer of a new Royal Canadian Navy support group then being formed. The Admiralty agreed, and from January 1944 until past VE Day he commanded E.G. 9,
which under his leadership became one of the most effective anti-submarine groups
in our navy’s history.
This volume covers Layard’s Canadian interlude through the medium of his
diary. Through Layard’s keen eyes we witness signal events such as the invasion of
Normandy and the final surrender of Germany’s U-boats. We observe both the
drudgery of routine naval operations and the trepidation of encounters with the
enemy. We experience theatres of war stretching from the northwest Atlantic into
the English Channel, and from the Barents Sea to the Gibraltar approaches. We
learn how a unit is moulded into an effective fighting force. We gain new insights
into the personalities of celebrated British commanders such as Adm. Sir Max
Horton and Cmdre. G.W.G. Simpson, and Canadians such as Cdr. J. Douglas
“Chummy” Prentice, Cdr. Clarence King, and Lt.-Cdr. Alan Easton. And through a
British lens we observe the contrasts and tensions that existed between the RN
and the RCN, two vastly different navies. On Layard’s final wartime evaluation,
Commodore Simpson wrote, “He has led with distinction a difficult team of individualistic Canadian officers.”2 Years later, the frustrations of dealing with Canadians still resonating, Layard commented, “To use a popular expression, ‘You can
say that again!’”3

10 Introduction

Layard’s diary is also the first comprehensive personal account – British or Canadian – to cover the entire inshore anti-U-boat campaign in European waters.4
Fought over the final year of the war, the inshore campaign proved both challenging and exasperating for Allied sailors, and forced senior operational commanders
to almost recast tried anti-submarine concepts. As in the Battle of the Atlantic,
Canadian naval forces proved indispensable. Seven RCN support groups took part
in the campaign at one time or another, but Layard’s E.G. 9 was the only one there
for its duration.5 Although he cannot speak for the thousand-odd Canadian sailors who scoured shallow inshore waters searching for elusive U-boats, Layard’s
voice does articulate the many, varied travails associated with a campaign whose
unique character can really be understood only through a day-to-day rendition of
events.
As important as these insights are, Layard’s diary becomes truly remarkable in
what it reveals of the daily strain associated with command at sea. As such, it provides a vivid portrait of leadership in war. Layard’s remarkable honesty and forthrightness strip away the usual veneer of stoicism and solitude with which most
naval commanders – indeed, military leaders of all varieties – surround and protect themselves.6 The lessons are timeless, and leaders at all levels who consider his
example should gain a measure of comfort in knowing that the angst and lack of
confidence that marked Layard’s personality, and that they perhaps share, are natural and commonplace, and can be overcome. General readers will find a very human story of a man struggling to maintain his way in difficult circumstances and
under enormous pressures. His success marks a triumph of the human spirit over
adversity, and deserves to be known.
Arthur Frank Capel Layard entered the world on 28 November 1899 at
Southwick, near Brighton, England. He was named Arthur after both his father
and his mother’s brother, who had died of typhoid years earlier. Frank came from
his godfather, while Capel had been his mother’s maiden name before her mother
had inherited a Scottish estate and adopted the family name Carnegy Arbuthnott.
Frank, as he became known, was the third child in the family after sisters Margaret
– called Peggie – and Katherine. Their father, a tea planter in Ceylon, had brought
his family home to England for a vacation before Frank’s birth, but they returned
to the Far East when he was six months old. In 1906, because there were no quality
schools in Ceylon and they did not want to send the children home to England for
education as many others did, the entire family returned to England, eventually
settling south of London in Tunbridge Wells in a house named “Lanka.”
Layard had a typical Edwardian middle-class English upbringing and from his
accounts it is obvious that he had a happy childhood. Sports and music filled his
days. His relationship with his parents was mixed. “We adored my Mother,” he
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recalled in later years, “who was in every way a wonderful Mother, but my Father,
who took little interest in us, we regarded very much as a stranger.”7 Sadly, Layard’s
mother died in 1918 and his relationship with his father, who passed away in 1941,
remained distant.
In 1913 Layard joined the Royal Navy. The decision was not his; rather, his parents “decided the little man was going into the Navy ... I don’t know that anything
very much enthused me [about it],” he later explained, “except that in those days
the Navy was a great service and it was quite natural to want to belong to it.”8 As
his mother recorded in her diary, his departure for the Royal Naval College at
Osborne was heart-rending: “Dear Frank went to Osborne today. Arthur took him
to Portsmouth. The girls and I saw him off there. He kept up well. Arthur was a
little chokey when praying specially for him at family prayers and he shed a few
tears then. My heart is very sad at losing him. He has been such a comfort and joy
at home these nearly 13 years for which I thank God.”9
Osborne and the first taste of naval life proved a challenge for Layard, as it did
for most cadets. They were, after all, merely boys – during his second term Layard
noted in his diary that he barely reached five feet and weighed just six stone, or
thirty-eight kilograms, “so I was still very small.”10 He did reasonably well, but his
first term lieutenant told him “that as a Cadet Captain I was being too nice.”11 After
visiting Osborne for his graduation in June 1914, Mrs. Layard recorded a conversation with his tutor in her diary: “He spoke so nicely of Frank. He said how sorry he
was Frank was leaving and that he would be an influence for the good wherever he
was. He says he was extremely conscientious and highly developed intellectually
and spiritually. His only fear for him is that in after life when he gets thrown in
with uncongenial companions he may get depressed and unhappy. He is sure he
will have strength for the right, but he fears he may be saddened by contact with
evil.”12 Some fifty years later, Layard reflected that upon leaving Osborne, “so too
ended what might be termed my age of innocence.”13
A year at the naval college at Dartmouth followed. The First World War erupted
just before his term joined, and since the senior classes had joined the fleet,
Dartmouth was quiet and empty. Even better, Layard’s entry did not have to endure the hazing associated with being junior classmen. After achieving an overall
“Good” rating – “Very Good” in Gunnery, Torpedo and Electric, and Journal; “Fair”
in Seamanship, Navigation, and Pilotage – in September 1915 Midshipman Layard
joined the Grand Fleet battle cruiser HMS Indomitable.14
This was a fascinating experience for a young officer, and the high point was his
experience in the Battle of Jutland. “Indom” was part of the 3rd Battle Cruiser
Squadron attached to Adm. Sir John Jellicoe’s main battle fleet. Layard’s action
station was in the foretop, where he helped measure the angle of deflection for the
main armament using a device called the dumaresq. This gave him a spectacular
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vantage point of the battle: he observed a German torpedo and several shells narrowly miss his ship, caught glimpses of elements of the enemy’s High Seas Fleet
through the mist, and had “a grim and very sad moment” when they slid past the
wreck of the squadron flagship Invincible, rent apart by a massive magazine explosion. He was too busy to be frightened but admitted that “I found the noise of our
guns most heartening and welcome. It helped to drown out the rumbling noise
made by the [German] shells passing over us and the crack of those falling short.”15
Like the rest of the fleet he was deeply disappointed by the outcome of the battle.
Layard left Indomitable in December 1917, having passed his sub-lieutenant’s
exams and been assessed as “a promising young officer.”16 He moved to destroyers
and began “one of the best times of my life”:
I had finished with the rules and regulations of the Gun Room. I was a fully fledged
officer of the ship, though still very young and inexperienced, with proper duties and
responsibilities, and a member of the Ward Room Mess, and I had a cabin to myself
and so a bit of privacy when I wanted it ... I was introduced for the first time to flotilla
life, which was one of the joys of destroyer service. Everybody knows everybody in
the flotilla and you have friends in all the ships, and when in harbour there is always
much ship visiting. You take a drink off somebody before lunch and you probably
dine out or somebody dines with you in the evening. All this seemed very good to me;
after my Gun Room days this was really living.17

Layard became a confirmed destroyer man, loving the freedom and increased
responsibility that accompanied service in those ships. He saw sea time in two
Grand Fleet destroyers, and although most of the duty was routine, his mettle was
tested on 26 June 1918 when the destroyer Wessex collided with Layard’s Vancouver
while conducting manoeuvres with the 1st Battle Cruiser Squadron.18 Vancouver was
split open at the boiler room and five sailors were killed. It was Layard’s first experience in handling casualties – some horribly scalded by high-pressure steam –
but he held up well, and also helped to jury-rig repairs.19 At the end of August he
was appointed to the destroyer HMS Sea Bear. Operations again evolved into a
dreary routine, but there was excitement on 30 September when intelligence revealed that the High Seas Fleet might have sailed and the Grand Fleet was put on
short notice for sea. “We slipped at 1315 and picked up the 1st BS [Battle Squadron]
outside who we were screening ... We were all convinced it was Der Tag.”
The climatic battle was not to be, and on 11 November 1918 Layard and the Grand
Fleet celebrated the Armistice. In Sea Bear, “We waxed excessively convivial over
another two bottles of bubbly at dinner. At about 2000 the sirens started sounding
again and all the ships switched on searchlights and fired rockets.”20 Besides peace,
Layard had a lot to look forward to. He had found his legs as an officer and truly
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enjoyed navy life, especially in destroyers. The next few years demonstrated the
wide variety of experience he could expect to encounter, even in peace. In 1919
three destroyers led by the legendary Cdr. A.B. Cunningham in the cruiser Curaçao
were despatched to the Baltic to enforce the terms of the Armistice and to support
anti-Bolshevik forces. It was Layard’s first service outside British waters, and he
noted “that it was a great thrill and excitement to visit those foreign places where
we were made very welcome.”21 His next posting caused the only significant gap in
his diary. In 1919 the RN sent scores of young officers to Cambridge University to
make good the education they had lost while serving at sea in the Great War. In a
poem about the program Rudyard Kipling pleaded, “Far have they come, much
have they braved. Give them their hour of play.”22 Layard obviously played, for
during his two years at Cambridge he seldom wrote.
Throughout the 1920s and into 1930, Layard served in the Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Far Eastern Fleets. He was at sea almost the entire time, and his bond to
destroyers and flotilla life grew even stronger. In 1930, when serving in the battleship Emperor of India, he found himself bored by evolutions involving eight capital ships of the Atlantic Fleet: “At about 0830 we all formed up and proceeded to
carry out manoeuvres. I watched from the bridge for a bit, but the simplest turns
take so long in big ships that one rather loses interest.”23 Layard showed promise as
an officer and managed to survive the heavy cuts of the “Geddes Axe” of the early
1920s, during which hundreds of junior officers, including 40 percent of those in
the rank of lieutenant with Layard’s seniority, were retired.24 He recalled years
later, “Although I was in the axing zone, I don’t remember feeling very worried
about it.”25 For reasons undetermined Layard did not specialize as a lieutenant,
instead remaining a “salt horse,” or general sea officer, but he continued to do well.
In 1924 he was appointed first lieutenant of the destroyer Velox, and two years later
he filled the same position in her sister ship Verity.
As Layard’s responsibilities grew, however, so did anxiety about his capacity to
meet them. Formerly a relatively happy go-lucky junior, he now had to deal with
his own lofty, self-imposed expectations. Evidence of this burden is exhibited in
an entry from February 1926 when Verity, with Layard as “number one,” entered
Malta to be confronted by the sparkling bright-work of the ships of the Mediterranean Fleet: “We entered Sliema harbour about 1000. Never felt in such a flat
spin. Harbour full of 4th and 1st Flotillas all spotless while we are like dung heaps.
Everything went wrong. Things got jousted trying to shackle on and everybody
was waiting hours in the rain to follow Keppel’s orders for spreading awnings. I felt
absolutely lost and scared stiff. Don’t know how one even competes with all the
orders and regulations in this fleet.”26 As was true throughout his career, things
were not as bad as they seemed, and Layard performed well as first lieutenant. In
fact, when his captain came down with pleurisy while Verity was at Hong Kong
with the Far Eastern Fleet, Layard was appointed acting commanding officer and
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brought the ship home to England even though there were qualified officers on
station. On 26 August 1930, now a lieutenant-commander, he received the news
that all naval officers dream of: “Came down to the ward room and found I had
been appointed to the Wakeful in command ... Very pleased but a bit frightened all
the same. Drank rather a lot of gin on the strength of it.”27
From September 1930 to December 1934, Layard commanded the destroyers
Wakeful, Vivacious, and Walpole in the Atlantic and Mediterranean Fleets. This
catapulted him to lofty status. The Royal Navy was still widely considered to be the
finest in the world – certainly other navies looked to it for the way ahead – and to
be appointed commanding officer of one of His Majesty’s ships was akin to being
given a special calling. Layard had to prove he belonged.
If that pressure was not enough, Layard was also under a professional microscope. In 1930 he also entered the dreaded “promotion zone,” when he would be
either promoted to the rank of commander and be eligible for higher advancement, or passed over to remain in the rank of lieutenant-commander until he quit
the service or went on the retirement list.28 Stephen King-Hall, an officer who
endured the experience three years before Layard, recalled the torment associated
with that period of an officer’s career:
The drama of the zone was that those who passed out of the zone without being
promoted to Commander never were promoted. It was the end of one’s upward career. The odds at this time [June 1927-June 1931] were about five to one against any
individual being promoted. The promotion selections came out twice a year, in June
and December, and the tension and anxiety in a ship as a popular officer approached
his last chance was almost unbearable. No one mentioned the subject in front of the
victim but the chances were that at age thirty-five or thirty-six an officer was about to
face the grim possibility of either starting anew in some other profession or “soldiering on” in jobs of ever decreasing interest until he reached the maximum pensionable
age of forty-five. Too often he then “took up farming,” commuted half his pension
and lost it.29

King-Hall made the grade, but Layard’s prospects were mixed. In 1933 he attended the prestigious Tactical School in Portsmouth, where he studied alongside
such later luminaries as Ian Mansfield, Albert Poland, Thomas Troubridge, Philip
Vian, and “Johnnie” Walker. A good result would have given his career a boost, but
his comments on the final day of the course suggest that he had failed to sparkle:
“Very sorry it’s over as it is most interesting and first class value. Finished off the
discussion on the exercise. I came in for heavy criticism.”30 It was evaluations of
his sea time, however, that were the most important. Layard’s annual performance
reports – dubbed “S206s” from the number of the evaluation form – are unavailable, but his diary provides a good account of his strengths and weaknesses. As a
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ship commander he appears to have been average: a fairly good ship handler, but
lacking panache. He was a level-headed leader but could never be considered a
hard driver, nor did he appear to be at all inspirational. Steady and competent, he
lacked the dash and aggressive confidence that characterized the more successful
destroyer officers of the day.
As an average officer, and something of an “honest trier,” his mistakes probably
counted more against him than might otherwise be the case, and two incidents
stand out in particular. In October 1931, when the Mediterranean Fleet was on
passage to Athens for a port visit, Layard, in Vivacious – or “Vivi” as he fondly
called her – had “a most humiliating experience”:
I had been detached to exercise with the Royal Sovereign and was rejoining the flotilla
from ahead to take station in the line astern of Mackay [the flotilla leader]. Trying to
be too dashing I made an awful balls of it, got too close and instead of turning up in
station I went charging through the line, finishing up about ½ a cable [100 yards] on
the other side. Up went my pendants “Manoeuvre Badly Executed,” and as soon as I
was in station Captain D. stopped the flotilla and made to Vivacious “Commanding
Officer Repair on Board.” So I buckled on my sword and I was lowered in the whaler
and pulled over to the Mackay where I was met by a very angry Captain D. who said I
had not only endangered my ship but his as well. I was furious with myself because I had
a reputation of being a good ship handler and I was very proud of it, and now I had made
a most awful fool of myself.31

Another devastating experience occurred in Chatham two years later, when
Layard was commanding the Walpole and in the final months of the promotion
zone: “At about 0815 Commodore D. made a signal saying he was going to walk
round Walpole and Wolfhound. He went to W’Hound first and came to us at about
1000. The ship wasn’t looking her best after all those exercises, but that would have
been taken into consideration. What absolutely broke my heart was that when we
went down to the Petty Officer’s Mess it wasn’t even cleared up. Towels and caps
all over the place. I never thought I should be so badly let down.”32 Though they
might seem innocuous to a landsman, these two incidents involved seamanship
and discipline, the most basic tenets of command, and could tilt the balance against
promotion.
Layard’s social reputation may also have affected his career. A bachelor through
most of this period, Layard was an ardent party goer whose social calendar was
always full. Although shy and retiring in formal situations, he let himself go in the
company of fellow officers, and with them and their wives and sweethearts frequented many clubs and social events. Though not a prodigious imbiber of alcohol, he was, nonetheless, a hearty drinker, and his diary is full of references to
“boozing.” On one occasion, “a chap named Lee-Barber33 and I nearly got arrested
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by the police for being a bit rough with the potted plants which were decorating
the entrance [of a club]. One of our party who in my diary I refer to as the ‘the fat
girl’ was heard to say ‘I do wish they wouldn’t always get so drunk.’ We weren’t
drunk of course, just nicely exhilarated with wine.”34 That latter judgment, of course,
was subjective, and often the first words in a diary entry were of the nature of
“feeling gummy” or “slight alcoholic remorse.” Later in life he admitted that in the
mid-1920s he became “a much harder drinking type which, although it doesn’t
seem to have done me much physical harm, probably didn’t help my career.”35 One
gets the impression that Layard’s drinking and socializing largely stemmed from
boredom, especially in Malta, where his imbibing seemed to intensify.36 The fact
remains, however, that such a reputation, as well as the professional missteps described earlier, may have made all the difference at a time when promotion lists
were short.
Layard’s final opportunity to achieve the rank of commander came on 31 December 1934, but on studying the Navy List the day before he saw “no less than 26
of my ½ year [of 85 cadets] have already been promoted so I’m afraid my chances
at the end of the year are pretty well nix.” That proved accurate. On the day of
reckoning, “I rang up the Barracks at 7 o’clock to find out about the promotions
and heard I had not been promoted. It is a terrible disappointment when it actually comes although I knew it was more than likely.”37
Layard was devastated. He thought himself, pure and simply, a failure. After
much reflection he decided to stay in the navy but was dismayed at how quickly he
was pushed out of the mainstream. Instead of getting another destroyer command
or a staff job in Gibraltar as he had requested, he was appointed to the cruiser
Cardiff as sports officer of the Reserve Fleet.38 “Feeling terribly depressed,” he wrote,
“The Cardiff is nice enough and as far as I can see a very cheery wardroom, but
somehow it seems such an awful come down after commanding one’s own ship
for the last four years.”39
Fortunately, Layard’s life partner helped to lift the gloom that shrouded his
professional life. His career was important to him, but Layard would not have
hesitated to say that 13 May 1932 was the most significant day of his life. In Malta
in command of Vivacious, he had gone ashore for a typical day of sports and
socializing:
I landed at about 1400 and took a taxi to the Sliema Club and played tennis with
Ringrose, Thornton and Reep.40 Very hot and strenuous but very good fun. At times I
played quite well. Ringrose brought me back to Valletta and I went on board for dinner. At 2100 much against my will I took the motor boat with No. 1 and the Chief to
Sliema and went to the Flotilla ships’ company dance at the Queen’s Hall. A lot of
officers and their women folk were there. It was all very dull until Newsom came
along and asked me to come and help him with his party which consisted of Mrs.
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Glasford and a girl friend, Miss Binning.41 The latter was absolutely grand. Distinctly
big, not at all pretty, but most terribly good fun. I quite fell.

The attraction was mutual. Layard and Joan Binning announced their engagement within three weeks, and they married on 3 December 1932 at Brompton Oratory in London.
As the diary makes abundantly clear, Joan became the centre of his life and a
crucial factor in his success. She shored up his shaky confidence and provided
support and stability that helped him to cope with his various burdens. That role
was not unusual for a navy wife, but Layard took it further, enlisting Joan an informal member of his E.G. 9 command team. After his ship Matane was glider-bombed
in the summer of 1944, for example, Joan accompanied Layard when he visited the
wounded in hospital, and she helped compose letters of condolence to the next of
kin of those who died.42 During a layover in Londonderry in January 1945, Layard
relied upon his wife to help break the ice with senior Canadian naval officials: “J.
arrived on board at 1200 and at about 1230 as per programme Connolly and Capt.
Rayner arrived for lunch.43 We all went over to the Port Colborne first for drinks
and at about 1315 we returned to the Saint John for lunch. Skinner and Shaw of
course were there. It was a v. good lunch. J. who was in her usual cracking form
helped to keep the party going.” Joan was always there for him, and Layard had no
hesitation whatsoever in leaning upon her. They were a perfect match, and enjoyed a remarkably successful partnership that endured for almost seven decades.44
After only a few months as sports officer in Cardiff, Layard returned to Malta,
where he commanded the minesweepers Stoke and Harrow in the Mediterranean
Fleet’s 2nd Minesweeping Flotilla. He was back in command, although one officer
recalled that the professional navy considered minesweeping “the very scrapings
of the barrel for the executive branch.”45 Perhaps subscribing to that view, Layard
never gave up trying to get another destroyer. When the navy started bringing
reserve ships into commission at the height of the Abyssinian crisis in 1935, he
pressed Capt. H.T. Baillie-Grohman, Captain D of the 1st Flotilla, for a destroyer
command. He said that he would be happy to put Layard’s name on the list of
prospective COs. “I don’t for a moment expect anything will come of it,” a doubtful Layard wrote, “but it does seem such a waste of time sitting in the Stoke that I
thought I might try.”46 His instincts proved correct and he remained in minesweepers until 1936, when he was appointed to the Experimental, or X.P., Department at Whale Island, Portsmouth, the RN’s mecca for gunnery. There he did
extremely well, exhibiting an understanding of things technical. Although an outsider in the closely knit gunnery world, he became extremely comfortable at
“Whaley,” which was ironic given earlier complaints in his diary about promotion
lists being “gunnery benefits.”47
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After war broke out in September 1939 – “depressingly, depressing” he lamented48
– Layard persistently requested sea duty but was just as consistently turned down
on the basis that the work he was doing at Whale Island was too valuable. Finally,
in July 1941, Layard was appointed commanding officer of the old US Navy fourstacker destroyer HMS Chelsea, one of fifty ships the RN had acquired in the famous destroyers-for-bases deal. With the exception of eight months ashore in 1943,
he was at sea for the rest of the European war.
Layard’s experience shows how even the most seasoned officers have difficulty
adjusting to the immense challenges of war at sea. Chelsea was attached to the
Liverpool Escort Force of Western Approaches Command, escorting North Atlantic and Gibraltar convoys in and out of British waters. Within a week of taking
over Chelsea he met his first convoy – “It quite reminded me of the Grand Fleet at
sea in the last war”49 – and on just his second trip he was horrified to learn that he
was to be senior officer of the escort (SOE) of another convoy. He had not been to
sea for five years and his preparation for the job of SOE, and indeed for convoy
escort work generally, was practically nil. He had received no formal training and
did not even have the luxury of a shakedown cruise in his new ship. All he could
do was quickly study convoy instructions and tactical manuals, and consult experienced escort commanders in his network of friends and associates. But he even
had difficulty in absorbing that information because at the same time, he was
relearning how to be captain of a ship. As a result, it is fair to say that Layard was
relatively lost during his first few weeks back at sea, and over the next year never
really appears to have been comfortable.
Events of August 1942 typified the challenges he encountered. By then Layard
had been appointed captain of the destroyer HMS Broke, and while at sea with
another convoy he was ordered to reinforce S.C. 94, under attack from U-boats in
the North Atlantic air gap.50 Again Layard was dismayed to learn that he had to
take over as senior officer. Upon arrival, he found S.C. 94 in complete disarray.
After four days of attacks, six merchant ships had been sunk and two escorts damaged in encounters with U-boats. Faced with a tactical situation as murky as the
thick fog that shrouded the convoy, unfamiliar with the escorts under his command, and with no opportunity to be briefed by the previous SOE or the convoy
commodore, Layard was confronted by what can only be described as a desperate
situation.51 After being with the convoy for only about three hours, in which he
handled numerous decisions, Layard took over the bridge:
It was very dark and when I took over I couldn’t really make up my mind where we
were. Then suddenly torpedoes were reported passing the ship and I saw one cross
the bows from Starboard to Port and then on our Starboard bow appeared the swirl
of a U-boat, loud Hydrophone Effect, also reported on the A/S. At that moment some
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ship to the starboard blew 6 blasts. I didn’t know where anybody was and I turned
towards the U-boat and went on to 20 knots sweating with fear lest I was going to get
across the bows of the convoy, for whom I was heading directly, or ram one of the
escorts. I was quite unable to concentrate on the U-boat owing to this worry but found
myself somehow pointing there. At close range we picked up good echoes and dropped
a 14 charge shallow pattern. When it had gone I could only think of how I could turn
before getting in among the convoy and had to give up all thought of the U-boat.52

This incident illustrates well the nerve-racking test faced by watch keepers and
captains of escort vessels manoeuvring in close proximity to a convoy at night
while in contact with the enemy. Layard was clearly unnerved, but although he
considered his snap attack on the U-boat to have been ineffective, U-595 was forced
to return to base with heavy damage.53 The attacks on S.C. 94 continued over the
next three days, and U-boats sank four more merchant ships. At the end of it all an
exhausted Layard despaired at how he had handled the episode: “Looking back on
the whole thing I felt I’d made a thorough balls of both the night and the day
episodes with which we’d been concerned, and I felt depressed and fed up. There
is no doubt about it, I’m not a man of action and when faced with an emergency I
just can’t compete.”54 Layard was being too hard on himself, but the mental strain
associated with such responsibility was clearly immense.
S.C. 94 was just one of many similar episodes, and each time Layard put to sea
with a convoy he agonized over the many command decisions to be made: Will I
miss the rendezvous? Who should I send out on an anti-shadow sweep, and how
far should they go? What’s our position? How long should I remain over the contact? Should I join the hunt? Should I break radio silence? Should I stop to rescue
survivors? Was the loss of that ship my fault? Layard was surely not the only senior
officer to suffer that angst, and his later experience in Algiers harbour in November 1942 confirmed that he was indeed “a man of action” who could make good
decisions under fire. Nonetheless, his attitude contrasts strongly with the confidence that oozes through accounts by or of such celebrated escort leaders as Peter
Gretton, Donald Macintyre, and Johnnie Walker.55
After the loss of Broke off Algiers in November 1942, Layard lobbied for another
sea appointment. The navy had other ideas, and both his former colleagues at
Whale Island and an Admiralty section that Layard dubbed “the strange weapons
and devices dept.” had designs on his services. The latter won out. From late December 1942 to August 1943 Layard worked in London, out of Room 60 Bank Block
at the Admiralty, and lived in “a rather seedy bed sitter in Nottingham Place off
Baker Street.”56 This proved an important interlude that saw his self-confidence
bolstered by official and public recognition of his performance at Algiers.
When he went up to London to get the “gen” about his new appointment, Layard
found he was to be staff officer to Rear-Adm. Edward Renouf, RN, advisor on
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miscellaneous weapons. Renouf ’s job, according to Layard’s journal, “was to be
the go-between between the inventor and the user. To make sure that the [naval]
staff was aware of new inventions and to investigate their possible use, and that
the inventors and developers were informed of any new and unusual staff requirements.” Given his comfort in the world of technology, Layard was a good fit for the
job. His main duty was to keep Renouf informed “of all that was actually happening, all that was being planned and about everything that was being invented,
developed and tried out.” This task took him into the inner sanctum of naval war
planning and weapons development:
My day always started with a visit to the war room, for which I had a special pass, and
when I got all the up to date information on the progress of the war at sea, disposition
of forces, and reports of current operations and so on. This was of the greatest interest. I also had a special pass into the underground “Citadel” with access to all sections
of naval intelligence, including the highly secret U-boat plot, and I was able to obtain
information on all photographic reconnaissance. I attended the weekly planning
meeting at Combined Operations H.Q. at Richmond Terrace so that I always knew
what they were thinking about and doing. I kept in touch with the submarine world
at their H.Q. at Swiss Cottage, and with Norway57 and other old friends of my Whaley
days at D.M.W.D. (Weapons and Devices). Other strange departments and organizations from which I obtained interesting information were I.S.R.B. (Interservice Research Bureau) in Baker Street and their research station at Welwyn, and D.S.R.
(Director of Scientific Research) in Fanum House, Leicester Square, and the Department of Economic Warfare.58

With Layard’s insatiable appetite for news and knowledge, exposure to such wideranging, sensitive information was a veritable feast.
Although his work was interesting and occasionally demanding, Layard found
he had a good amount of time on his hands. He filled it by feeding a new-found
fascination with the life of Horatio Nelson. “I got from the library and read every
book and every article that had been written about him. I also found and bought
for £8 the framed Abbot print which lays in the [Admiralty] dining room and the
coloured Baxter print.”59 He gives no explanation for his sudden attraction to the
Immortal Memory – perhaps it was because he recognized that he too had passed
the test of combat by displaying coolness and effective leadership under fire in
Algiers – but whenever things got quiet at work he would devour a few pages of
whatever biography was then in his possession.
Throughout his time at the Admiralty, Layard sought another sea appointment.
When that was finally granted in June 1943, the news was better than expected.
Not only was he appointed senior officer of his own support group, but nearly ten
years after being passed over, he received the brass hat of an acting commander.
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The only apparent downside was that his group would be based across the North
Atlantic at Halifax, which meant “a long separation from home.”60 Mixed blessings
aside, the appointment raised the curtain on arguably the most meaningful episode of his long career, one that allowed him ample opportunity to apply the skill,
knowledge, and experience he had accumulated as an officer in the Royal Navy.
That was service in and alongside the Royal Canadian Navy, the focus of the remainder of this volume.
As much as this volume tells Layard’s story, it is also the story of a diary. “A diary
is like a confessional,” he wrote later in life, “in that all one’s sins and omissions are
exposed and recorded. Unlike the confessional, however, the good is there as well
as the bad and although in life there is much that I regret and am ashamed of,
there are also some redeeming features and it is for the reader to form an opinion
and to decide whether there is a reasonable balance between the debits and the
credits.”61 Layard understood that a good diary does more than simply recount
the events of the day; it exposes the innermost feelings and motives of the writer,
and therefore provides personal context for historical events. Layard conveys
such understanding in his diary, which, in the editor’s mind, makes it invaluable
to the study of the RCN and the broader war at sea in the last years of the Second
World War.
Besides recording his own experience, Layard also seemed to have an eye on
posterity. Navy regulations forbade keeping such diaries, so he kept it hidden from
others during his service years – Canadian officers who sailed with him recalled
often seeing him writing in something, but they were never sure what it was.62 For
years he also kept it from his family, which is not surprising given the mention of
several deeply personal matters. As the years passed Layard obviously grasped the
historical value of what he had written. Although he did not mention the diary to
other historians who interviewed him, in 1987 he revealed its existence to Dr. Alec
Douglas, director of history with the Department of National Defence, whom he
allowed to copy the sections relevant to Layard’s service with the RCN for use in
the official Canadian naval history.63 This photocopy lay in the Directorate of History archives, untouched save by the official historians working on the RCN history and Lt.-Cdr. Doug McLean, who used it as a source for his MA thesis on
anti-submarine warfare in the final year of the war.
When I decided to publish portions of the Layard diary in the late 1990s, I was
unaware of the precise extent of the document. Investigation led to Layard’s son,
Raymond, who informed me that his father had donated the diary to the Royal
Navy Museum in Portsmouth. Upon visiting that establishment I was startled when
more than two dozen annual journals encompassing his entire career spilled out
of a grey document box. The challenge then became determining how much of
this astonishing document to reproduce. Layard was an engaging writer, and the
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diary has good narrative flow; therefore excerpting one or two days a week, or a
week here and there, was an unattractive option that would lose the continuity of
his thought process. I then considered focusing on the periods he commanded
ships in both peace and war, but since that covered some twelve warships over
some eight years it was too much material for one volume. That left me to concentrate on the period he worked with the Royal Canadian Navy, which, sadly, represents just three slim years of a diary covering more than three decades. Although
that period was arguably the most significant of his career, much material remains
to be brought to light from other periods, particularly in regard to life in the Royal
Navy during the interwar period, and I can only hope that another historian will
pursue these angles in the future.
Apart from its utter honesty, the value of the diary lies in both its fullness and its
freshness. Through the interwar years to 1941, Layard used a small pocket-sized
diary in which he could cram about 200 words a day. In 1943 he changed to a larger
daily journal in which he could fit about 300 words per entry. He gave no reason
for the change, but it allowed him to be more expansive. Whereas his entries from
sea in 1941 are often terse or skimpy, from 1942 they steadily increase in content,
until in the last years of the war scarcely a page is not completely full. The diary’s
freshness stems from its immediacy. As commanding officer of a warship, and
especially as senior officer of a support group, Layard had opportunity to slip
down to his sea cabin or into the charthouse to enter his thoughts. It appears that
he stuck to no particular schedule, but wrote his entries when he went to bed,
immediately upon rising, or if he could steal away during the day. There is occasionally some slippage into the next day, but there is no evidence that he ever
waited any longer than that. Even his account of breaking through the boom at
Algiers appears to have been recorded soon after he took the badly damaged Broke
out of harbour on 9 November, and then continued intermittently as she slowly
foundered. Layard was also true to what he wrote. No matter how revealing or
embarrassing an entry, he never crossed out a passage or tore out a page. This trait
continued throughout his life. It is obvious that he reread the diary from time to
time, particularly when he was writing his informal memoirs, but the only obvious additions are the correction of a mistaken report that a certain officer had
died during the war and a reference to mention of himself in another officer’s
memoirs.64 Otherwise all is there, as written.
Some diaries are weakened by their self-serving nature. Instead of writing honestly and forthrightly about events, motivations, and consequences, some diarists either colour their accounts to put themselves in a more positive light or
simply do not mention adverse events at all. Consider, for example, Cdr. G.R.
Miles, RCN, who kept a somewhat sketchy journal during the war. In March
1942, when dozens of his sailors failed to return from leave and delayed his ship’s
sailing, Miles does not mention it at all but instead blandly describes the more
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palatable events of the day.65 In complete contrast, Layard pulls no punches – in
this case, self-directed – in his entries of 22 and 23 October 1944, where he describes taking two frigates into Gibraltar to join the remainder of E.G. 9, which
had gone in the day previously:
We got in to Gibraltar and secured alongside the South Mole at about 1145. Captain
D.’s staff came down on board to say that ships’ companies of the 9th D.F. [i.e., E.G. 9]
had been breaking up the town last night and threatening stoppage of all leave if it
happened again. Oh these Canadians!
... After lunch I cleared lower deck and spoke to the sailors about behaviour ashore.
I went ashore myself at about 1445 calling in to see Saint John on the way. Went up to
the Armada Gardens and watched the cricket, and Sammy Boucher gave me some tea
in the interval. He also told me that David Abbott was here in the Enchantress so at
about 1700 I went down on board but on going into his cabin I heard he was turned in
and as I could see a Wren officer’s hat on his sofa I came to certain conclusions. Went
ashore again and walked about to waste time ... Memories of the past. Back to the
Enchantress at 1815 where I found David and we sat drinking and yarning. Later a
Wren officer arrived and we walked along to the Victoria for food and finally came
back on board Swansea. Beautiful, hot day.
Monday, 23 October 1944 – Gibraltar/At sea
I woke up at about 0500 to find I had been violently sick and that my left thumb
was dislocated, and with no recollection whatsoever of how I did it. Having first
cleaned up the mess I went for the sick berth attendant who tried and failed to put
my thumb back. He went for the doctor of the Stormont who also tried and failed
and so he rang up the Hospital, and I was taken up there and had an X ray and then
after considerable delay I was put to bed and finally wheeled into the theatre and
given an anaesthetic and the thumb put back while I was out. I didn’t come to till
about 1400. At about 1630 the doctor of the Stormont arrived and said we were
sailing at 1900. I then managed to get hold of the Royal Army Medical Corps
Colonel who very reluctantly allowed me to get up and I was on board just before
1800. Feeling just a bit groggy and most frightfully ashamed of myself. I know I was
alright when I came on board but what happened after I got to the ward room or
how many more drinks I had I don’t know. No. 1, who was charming, said I did not
disgrace myself but I’m not so sure. To think that I should do this, especially after
my talk to the sailors. It is so degrading.

That Layard’s diary includes these two days in all their embarrassing detail – surely
one of the debits he had in mind when musing on diaries – demonstrates that he
held nothing back.
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As the above entry demonstrates, Layard was a good writer, and that has deterred me from meddling too much with his prose. As much as possible the diary
has been presented as written, and the reader is warned that inconsistencies remain that reflect the informal nature of the document. That said, longer entries
have been split into paragraphs, “and” has been substituted for Layard’s “+,” most
abbreviations have been spelled out in full, and commas have been inserted to
break up some of his phrasing. Spelling has also been corrected, minor punctuation has been standardized, titles, ship’s names, and Layard’s emphases have been
italicized, and all times – except train departure times; one simply cannot tamper
with British Rail – have been put into twenty-four-hour service format. Otherwise, the diary remains as written. For the sake of brevity, I have omitted the entries covering Layard’s periods of leave at home at Prinsted, though I include the
days of his arrival and departure. These entries illuminate the safe haven that Harvest Lodge represented, as well as the burden of returning to war after tranquil
days enjoying the company of family and friends or puttering in his garden.
Finally, every editor struggles over how much contextual material to provide to
supplement a diary; too much and the stylistic flow is disrupted, too little and
certain information is misunderstood. In Layard’s case this challenge is complicated by the fact that his Canadian interlude represents just a small portion of a
long career. I have attempted to keep intrusions to a minimum but have used
notes to identify as many of the people mentioned as possible – not an easy task
given that the diarist often misspelled their names – and to explain the relevance
of certain events or to clarify Layard’s phraseology.
The most important contribution an editor can make to a diary is to provide
historical context. With that in mind, I elected to divide the diary into chapters
and have provided an introductory essay for each to describe the context of that
particular chapter or to expand upon some aspect of Layard’s career. This, I hope,
will help the reader to understand more fully the people and institutions he served
with, the nature of the campaigns he fought in, and the talents and concepts he
brought to bear in his service with the Canadians. It is a novel approach, which
results in thematic introductions to chronological content, but I believe it is the
best way to explain the relevance and importance of various aspects of Layard’s
career, while still letting the diary speak for itself.

